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ETHIOPIA
HARAR CLINIC - JUGAL HOSPITAL
JAN 2012
Despite all efforts and reassurances by the
Harar Regional Health Bureau and Jugal
Hospital Manager that EFA’s medical
supplies and equipment would be cleared
through Customs in Addis Ababa and ready
upon our arrival, this did not occur.
Fortunately, we had some left over supplies
from our previous trip stored in Addis
Ababa and were able to purchase extra
pharmaceuticals locally which meant we
could start our campaign on time.
The total number of cataract operations
performed was 184 with 47 of them being
bilateral. Four of these were children.
Local Ophthalmic nurse Shemsudin Ahmed
performed 10 Trachoma surgeries. We also
paid $100 dollars to transport a young boy
with Retinoblastoma and his family to
Addis for review and surgery.
Gary Holt spent approximately $US800 of
his own money on maintenance and repairs
at Jugal hospital. He managed to replace 30
broken windows, secure a wall in the
operating theatre, repair door frames and
locks and repair numerous desk drawers,
cupboards and the hospital’s fresh water
pump. He also spent time training Tesfan,
the hospital’s maintenance man whose only
tools were a screw driver and a pair of
pliers.
We did some other training as well. Dr
Andrew Walpole taught about regional eye
blocks to Shemsudin Ahmed and
Anaesthetics Nurse Kanook. Dawn Andrews
taught Semira Ahmed Muhammed how to
change the patients into gowns and
administer dilating drops. Orthoptists
Elizabeth Dang and Elizbeth Glatz
instructed local Ophthalmic nurses Negash
and Tshey on the use of the Tonopen and
A-scanner.
Despite the problem with our supplies the
clinic was very successful and we will be
returning to Harar in January 2013.
The Harar team comprised:
Dr Fitsum Bekele Local Ophthalmologist
Dr Elsie Chan Ophthalmologist
Dr Andrew Walpole Anaesthetist
Dawn Andrews Nurse
Elizabeth Dang Orthoptist
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Elizabeth Glatz Orthoptist
Rebecca Bayliss Nurse
Yodith Tekabe Nurse
Kerry Pryor Photographer
Eric McGlennon Administration
Gary Holt Tradesman
Julie Tyers Team Leader
FREE OXIMETER FOR JUGAL
HOSPITAL
After our return to Australia Dr Andrew
Walpole emailed Mr Fethi Madhi, Manager
Jugal Hospital and Kanook the Anaesthetics
Nurse, to advise them on how to lodge an
application, via email, to the NGO Lifebox
Programme (www.lifebox.org) to register
for a 'Free Oximeter’ to use in the operating
theatre. The Hospital would be placed on a
waiting list to eventually receive the free
Oximeter.
MIZAN TEFERI CLINIC JAN 2012
Despite EFA’s agreement and prior
communication with Mizan Aman Hospital
management, our arrival date was
misunderstood and it seems that community
announcements of EFA’s arrival were not
made in the remote villages, only in the
town.
Unfortunately, the only hospital vehicle
available for the daily team transport 7 kms
to and from our hotel was also the vehicle
used to transport local hospital staff to and
from work. The two hospital 4X4 vehicles
that had been allocated to EFA were in
Jimma for repairs following road accidents.
During the camp, EFA’s new steriliser broke
down and required urgent repair for a
broken internal pipe. We had to go to a
mechanics garage to get the pipe welded.
Despite all this we managed to perform 105
cataract surgeries, 5 of which were bilateral,
38 Trachoma surgeries, 2 Pterygiums, 1
Chalazion, 1 upper lid lesion, 1 repair pen
injury and 1 incision of Papilloma.
These surgeries were performed despite the
Aman Hospital failing to do any prior
screening. EFA travelled 50 km to an
outlying village called Dizu where many
villagers had never seen foreigners before.
Dr Abu taught the Dizu nurses from the
local heath clinic there to screen for
cataracts in readiness for our return the next
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day. On our return, it was found that the
nurses were not good at screening. They
identified only 9 possible patients suitable
for cataract surgery. The rest were the
nurses’ young friends with dust allergies.
We also visited the Mizan Teferi Prison and
screened the inmates.
Dr Abu Beyene taught Mesfin, the
Optometrist and Engadu, the Ophthalmic
Nurse, at Mizan Aman Hospital the skills to
perform Tarsal Plate Rotation surgery for
patients suffering from Trachoma. Together
they performed approximately 38 surgeries.
Mesfin and Engadu showed great
enthusiasm for eye care and hand delivered
a letter (see Page 3) to Julie Tyers
requesting we help solve the ongoing
shortage of ophthalmic care in Mizan Teferi
and expressing their willingness to
participate in further ophthalmic training.
In the future EFA hopes we can work in
partnership with the Region Health Bureau
and Mizan Aman Hospital to improve the
eye care service in this remote region.
The Mizan team were:
Dr Abu Beyene Local Ophthalmologist
Dr Elsie Chan Ophthalmologist
Elizabeth Glatz Orthoptist
Mulushowa Kebede Local Nurse
Rebecca Bayliss Nurse
Annie Fowler Nurse
Kerry Pryor Photographer
Eric Mc Glennon Administration
Julie Tyers Team Leader
EFA’s TRAINING PROGRAM
We have now funded our trainee cataract
surgeon Seid Idris for his third and last year.
He has finished his academic training and
graduates in August this year. He is
currently doing compulsory Community
Service. For this he travels to various
regional locations to gain experience in
performing cataract surgeries. When he
completes this he will return to his home
town of Jinka. In partnership with the local
health authorities Eyes For Africa will
provide ongoing support for Seid to perform
free eye care for poor Ethiopians.
Dr Abu Beyene is now looking for more
suitable candidates for the same course. We
hope to begin training one or possibly two
more cataract surgeons in 2013.
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Seid, Julie and Julie’s son Cameron at Jimma.

TAX DEDUCTIBILITY
Donations to Eyes For Africa’s eye clinics
in Ethiopia are now tax deductible. This has
come about through our partnership with
Rotary Australia.
Back in early 2011 Michael van Ewijk gave
a talk to the Ulladulla (NSW) Rotary Club
on the work of EFA in Ethiopia. They
expressed interest in supporting us. With
their Director of International Relations,
Eve Bosak, Michael and Julie put to
together an application to become a
RAWCS program (Rotary Australia World
Community Service). The partnership will
run for 3 years.
Under the umbrella of RAWCS all
donations to EFA’s clinics are tax
deductible. This will provide a real boost to
our fund raising capacity. The air fares of all
volunteers will be also tax deductible.

Eve and Michael working on the application

MEETING VALERIE BROWNING
Inspirational Australian nurse Valerie
Browning has lived and worked with the
nomadic Afar people of Ethiopia for over
30 years.
The Afar region is one of the poorest places
on earth where temperatures hit 60 degrees
and one in three children die before the age
of five.
Cont.
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With her Afar husband Ismael Ali Gardo she set up
the Afar Pastoralist Development Association.
Julie, Michael and Kerry Pryor met with Valerie in
Melbourne on April 18 and discussed the possibility
of Eyes For Africa going to Afar in 2013 to provide
free eye care. Valerie was very keen for us to come
and offered the use of the hospital she has built in
Mille, Afar.
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Valerie and Julie

Letter from Mesfin and Engadu at Aman Hospital in Mizan Teferi
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The 2012 Eye Ball will be held at
Docklands on June 30th.
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EYEBALL
2012
Saturday June 30th

Venue - Peninsula C, Shed 14
Central Pier, 161 Harbour
Esplanade DOCKLANDS VIC
7pm to midnight
Parking is available at
Docklands precinct at
NEW QUAY AND
DIGITAL HARBOUR

PRICE $135 per single or $120 per head
for table of 10-12
Includes 3 course meal and Chandon wine
Dress glamorously
RSVP 16th June 2012

TICKET SALES
Ph: 0412254417
Web: www.eyesforafrica.org
Email: eyesforafrica@hotmail.com

www.eyesforafrica.org

Entertainment
DJ dance music
African Dancers & Drummers
Fire Dance
Silent auction , auction , raffles
and lucky prizes
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Eyes for Africa has produced a calendar again for
2013. It is a professionally produced, spiral
bound A4 calendar. As well as stunning images of
Ethiopia each month features a story about some
aspect of EFA’s work in Ethiopia.

At the very low price of $10 it will make
an excellent Christmas gift.
Postage will be $2.00
Debre Berhan Selassie church, Gondor.
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The full $10 dollars goes to EFA because the
production costs are covered by corporate
sponsors.
Purchasing a calendar is a great way of supporting
the life changing work Eyes For Africa does in
Ethiopia.
To purchase a calendar contact Julie Tyers on
0412254417 or julietyers@eyesforafrica.org

Australia Day

Australia Day holiday

In Harar while screening our patients for blindness we saw a man who had wired together two pairs of broken frames to make
spectacles in the hope he could see. They were severely scratched and damaged and didn't allow him to move freely.
We decided to take him personally to the optometrist so we could fit a pair of new + 10 lenses for him. He struggled to see the
steps leading into the shop and was glad of a seat when we arrived. While waiting for the glasses to be prepared we took him
out to lunch and spoilt him with coffee and cake.
For $30 we witnessed an instant transformation in this man’s character. He looked much younger as he leapt from his chair
and ran swiftly outside. He could not believe what he could see. We were delighted that so little money made a such a big
difference.
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